TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS #169

SEC. 10 T 1S 8 N.

HISTORICAL: Book 1 Page 85 Year 1949

A-428

CONDITION

FOUND: 1.5" iron pipe with wood plug and nail. The pipe is in good shape, but not too solid. It is driven in a rock on the river bank. Found a bearing tree which is a twin spruce bearing N 54° E 48° from 1.

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET.

"x" "x" Post N.W. North feet 5

84 " Hat Section

NEW ACCESSORY: Bearing tree Tags

COMMENTS:

IN THE PRESENCE OF:

C. J. Duncan RS 793

C. Arthur

George Urrey

DATE: 12/17/68

* County commissioner affixed

TITLE:

PHOTO: